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Woody’s Word Search

Circle the words listed below that are found in Chapter 6.

R E I L G Z Z H P M D B S Y Z
M G C N E P B J K S H T D E U
M D Q N T F X M W C R T X X P
X A L J H E W S A O S N A G E
L B U R R T R M S Q C S Z N L
N L B J G X E N A N W A E W Q
T Y P E W R I T E R Z Q K R E
X K V V A O Z T U T Z X N X P
Q J C M R G S S U W M E Q Z M
D A H M O U K E R U A Z T H H
B E M V T L J C K M T J L B M
F H Q Q A M K V W T D G W D G
N M J L R K V K B L X V L T Z
V Y X W Y K S H Y S L P S P N
E N O H P P K Q F E Z H K N J

BADGE
CAMERA
INTERNET
PHONE
PRESS
ROTARY
SORTS
TYPEWRITER
Questions & Activities

1. In Chapter 6, Mr. Dawson shows Woody and Chloe a rotary phone and a typewriter. Does anyone in your class have a rotary phone or typewriter they can bring to Show-and-Tell? If so, let everyone have a turn dialing his/her phone number. Likewise, let everyone practice typing his/her name using typewriter.

2. Mr. Dawson also explained that people used phone books. Ask around to see if anyone has an old phone book. If you find one, look up your last name. How many people are listed in the phone book with your last name?

3. Open the newspaper to the Classified section. Can you find any printing equipment for sale? What about a typewriter?

4. With the help of your teacher or parent, visit Amazon.com and search for rotary phones. How many different colors do you see? What is the average cost?

5. Woody learns the phrase “Mind your p’s and q’s” comes from the printing industry. What does that phrase mean?

6. Mr. Dawson gives the pups an official press badge. Using your artistic ability, create a badge for Woody and Chloe.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

At the end of Chapter 6, Woody has an incredible idea. What do you think Woody’s idea might be?

Email Woody at woody@thewoodybooks.com and give him your answer. Answers are posted on Woody’s virtual doghouse – thewoodybooks.com and also on his facebook page – facebook.com/woodykywiener.
WOODY’S JOKE OF THE WEEK

What did the picture say to the camera?

_I’ve been framed!_

CUT & PASTE

Did your newspaper provide a scrapbook so you can collect the stories? If not, make your own scrapbook. Then cut out each chapter and paste it in the scrapbook. Once you’ve collected all 10 chapters, you will have your very own Woody book! Are Woody and Chloe coming to your town soon? If so, bring your scrapbook for the pups to sign!

DON’T FORGET

- Click on the podcast link and listen as Woody reads Chapter 6.
- Check back next week to read Chapter 7 of _Out of Sorts_.
- Visit Woody and Chloe at their virtual doghouse – _thewoodybooks.com_ and visit their facebook page – _facebook.com/woodykywiener._

Anything is possible if you

_World & Dream like a BIG DOG!_

~ Woody